


Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park, New Delhi, was established 
in 1975 to cater to the educational needs of the children in the 
southern part of the Metropolis, Delhi. 

The foundation stone of the school was laid on 14th
December 1975 by Mrs. Sushma Paul Berlia only daughter
of Dr. Stya Paul.

The motto of school is ‘Soaring high is my nature’.



• Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park will provide
generation of students to come with highest
quality, complete education incorporating right
blend of physical, mental and spiritual attributes,
and with emphasis on FORMATION than
INFORMATION with a view to making them global
citizens and proud Indians who would go forth
from here ready to serve our country and fellow
men.

Mission

• Apeejay Education Society is committed to quality
education of global dimensions leading to man-
making and nation-building.

Vision



Founder Chairman’s Vision

Tu Shaheen hai parwaz hai
kaam tera, tere saamne
aasman aur bhi hain
(You are a falcon. Soaring 
high is your nature. There 
are skies yet for you to 
conquer.)
-Iqbal

Dr. Stya Paul
(October 4, 1919 - June 7, 2010)

Founder Chairman,
Apeejay Stya Group & Apeejay 
Education   Society





President, Apeejay Stya and Svran Group, Chairman, Apeejay Education
Society, Co-Founder and Chancellor, Apeejay Stya University



Dear Parents, 

First of all, welcome to the Apeejay Stya family, I also welcome you to the Orientation Programme, 
further to your ward’s admission in our school.  

This year, we have no option but to hold an online orientation in wake of the COVID -19 concerns. This

is for the health and safety of all of us. We understand the significance of staying connected in these

difficult times and we are fully committed to our students and our families. Thanks to technology, at

Apeejay we are going on uninterrupted in our pursuit of academic excellence. Our teachers are making

dedicated efforts to develop the online learning program and fostering a supportive environment. I

would like to add here that constant support and encouragement from the parents plays a pivotal role in
all students’ achievements.

All our Apeejay Stya Schools, under the aegis of the Apeejay Education Society (AES), have carved out

unique identities of excellence and are counted among the best and most prestigious schools in not

only their area but in the entire country. AES recently celebrated its 50 glorious years of excellence in

education. AES, with its 24 educational institutions in various parts of the country and the Apeejay Stya

University is focused on value-based holistic education, man-making and nation building.

We are committed to take forward the legacy of my beloved father, Dr Stya Paul - eminent industrialist,

educationist, philanthropist & freedom fighter, and the inspiration behind the Apeejay Education Society

- to greater heights. All our schools and educational institutions are future focused and encourage
dynamic 21st Century learning. I am sure your ward’s journey in our school would be most fruitful &

joyful and would prepare her/him not only for success in scholastic and co-scholastic realms but for life

itself.

May the almighty bless us all!

Sushma Paul Berlia

President’s Message
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AWARDS 
GALORE



Survey 
2019







School has been

awarded School

Excellence Awards

2019-2020 at the 7th

National

Conference on

Teaching Learning

and Leadership by

Brainfeed.



School has been awarded with the

prestigious GISA 2019 (Global

Innovative School Awards) in the

pedagogy of New Innovation at Dubai.



State of the Art Infrastructure



Reception



Chemistry Lab



Physics Lab
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Computer Lab



Atal Tinkering Lab



LIBRARY



Swimming Pool





School Auditorium



PRE-PRIMARY 

CLASS ROOM



PRIMARY CLASS 

ROOM



SENIOR CLASS 

ROOM



Play Ground



Surveillance Cameras





SOLAR PANELS



VR Ducting AC Vents



Scholastic Achievement
‘Education is not the learning of facts but the

training of the mind to think.’

33 students securing 90% and above marks in 

CBSE examination.

63 students secured distinctions in all 5 subjects 

with 584 distinctions in all



Name of student Subject

Akshat Mehta Chemistry

Kush Bansal Economics

Luv Bansal Economics

Ishita Pandey Economics

Rishika Choudhary Geography 



CLASS - X

They Dreamed ……They Aimed …..They Conquered



MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS

• 43 students of grade X awarded scholarship of
Rs. 24000/- PA for securing 92% and above.

• 30 students of grade XI – Rs. 24000/- and 14
students of Class X were also awarded
scholarship of Rs. 12000/- for securing 100
marks.



Apeejay Talent Search
Examination 2019

❖Prakriti Malik – Rs.
4800/- PA

Dr Stya Paul Awards for
human values

❖Neil Virmani – Rs.
10,000/- PA

❖Aditi Singh - Rs. 7500/-
PA

❖Atisshya Kapoor – Rs.
5000/- PA

Apeejay Education Society s instituted 

a number of merit scholarships and 

awards. 



President’s Gold Medal • Tushar Ranjan Satapathy

Master Jagannath Medal • Tushar Ranjan Satapathy

President’s Silver Medal • Shubhavi Bajpai

Pride of Apeejay Trophy • Ishita Pandey

Karan Chauhan Memorial Trophy • Bhavya Sootha

B D Pant Trophy • Bhumika Bhati

Rachna Guglani Award • Vani Bhasin

Scholarships and Awards



Name of Olympiad Result
International English Olympiad (IEO) Gold  -12

Silver - 9

Bronze- 9

International English Olympiad (NSO) Gold  -12

Silver - 6

Bronze- 3

Orange Olympiad conducted by 

Reynott for Classes I - X

First at State Level

Spell Bee International Out of 50 students

24 students clear the 

National Level – 3

SOF International Olympiad held last 

year

15 - Gold medal
11 - Silver medal
12 - Bronze medal



Second position in Zone 
23 for receiving     

28 Gold Medals, 32 
Silver Medals and 

Trophies.



Name of the Student Position Name of Competition

Shiwam Dwivedi First Prize English Extempore

English Declamation

Prisha Dhatwalia First Prize English Poetry Recitation

Savardana Sahoo First Prize Hindi Poetry Recitation

Rik Roy Chowdhary First Prize Instrumental Music

Saswati Chinmayee First Prize Poster Making

Shrey Suriyal Second Prize Instrumental Music

District Level Cultural Competitions 



S.No

.

Name of the 

Student

Positio

n
Name of Competition

1 Shivam Dwivedi First English Declamation 

2 Zaynah Mohd. First English Slogan Writing

3 Saswati Chinmayee First Poster Making

4 Divyam Bansal First Hindi Poetry Recitation

5 Rik Roy 

Chowdhury

First Instrumental Music

6 Shivam Dwivedi First Hindi Declamation

Zonal Level Cultural Competitions 



Devasnh Panwar
Second Position International Korean Quiz Compeition



Avijit Sahoo
Cash Prize Rs. 20,000/-

STATE LEVEL ENERGY CONSERVATION

ART COMPETITION





Star Performers

CO-SCHOLASTIC



Rudransh Garg Saswati Chinmayee Priyanshu Das Pranav Gaikwad

Arthav Sharma Saksham Dhawan Parth Uppal Anshuman Thakur

Saumya Bansal Shaounack Sinha Chitra Gangwani Sgt. Shairaz Singh



GAMES & SPORTS

• Girls - Volleyball Champion - Champion -

Seven consecutive years

• Jr. Boys Basketball - Winners

• Sub Jr. Boys Basketballl - Winners

• Girls Sub Junior Volleyball - Second

• Girls Junior Volleyball - Third



Kashish Panwar

Aryaman Jain

CHARANJIT SINGH KOCHAR 

ROHAN BHATIA

Pritish Singh Karayat

Abhik Arora

Star Performers

SPORTS



THEMATIC  LEARNING
Apeejay society and the management work profoundly towards extending that

great depth of knowledge for the children as they aim at bringing the superfine
implementation of curriculum. They incorporate each essential asset in learning
process such as auditory and visual learning so that it turns into epitome of
comprehensibility and joins hands with Thematic analysis , application of the
concept in most incredible way that each time the child is introduced to a
concept , it captures attention, and reinforce learning by positive transfer of
concepts. By which they gain and hold students interest, increasing
understanding , retention and stimulating the development that is analytic and
making the child learn to stride the bulls eye of the intellectual inculcation from
the very beginning .

Our expert team of educational advisors have researched in various
countries like United states of America , fine land ,Singapore and designed the
curriculum on thematic base . Our educational board also suggest that
integrating subject matter across different content areas, such as math and
science, engages the whole brain through active and hands-on involvement.

. 



THEMATIC  LEARNING
Apeejay school has initiated Thematic way of learning for the children where they

brought forward the most high grade techniques for their children. Thematic learning is
closely related to integrated instruction, topic-project-or phenomenon-based learning.
Thematic teaching is commonly associated with elementary classrooms and middle
school using a team – based approach, but this pedagogy is equally relevant in primary
schools and with adult learners. Thematic instruction assumes students learn best when
they can associate new information holistically with across the entire curriculum and
with their own lives , experiences and communities.

Apeejay school has brought this high grade learning process not only to
inculcate the theme based learning but also including the impactful skill development
involved in it, that help each child develop cognitive science required in growing field of
study that deals with human perception, thinking, and learning all the skills that help
them be confident. A skill is an ability to perform an activity in a competent manner and
Apeejay school has put its emphasis in developing all these skills through its erudite
curriculum that can be classified into three main types: Transferable, Functional,
Personal Traits/Attitudes and knowledge based learning.



THEMATIC  LEARNING
• According to the research , thematic approach to teaching involves

integrating all subject areas together under one theme. It crosses over
subject lines and helps children relate basic academic skills to real-world
ideas. These themed units incorporate all the subjects a well-balanced
curriculum.

• Thematic learning is often interdisciplinary, highlighting the relationship of
knowledge across academic disciplines and everyday life.

• Pedagogy of thematic learning is based on its exploration of broad areas in
one theme.

Benefits
The benefits of a thematic approach are many. Teaching thematically helps 
children make sense of what they are being taught, since content areas are 
integrated and not made to stand alone. Students are able to retain more 
information when it is not presented as isolated facts, but rather as part of a 
whole. Thematic units encourage the involvement of all students through topics 
relevant to them. Children are able to relate to real-world experiences and 
build on prior knowledge of a topic. Thematic units also help teachers teach to 
the different learning styles of their students. 



In a pre-technology education context, the teacher is the sender or the source,
the educational material is the information or message, and the student is the
receiver of the information. In terms of the delivery medium, the educator can
deliver the message via the “chalk-and-talk” method. Basically, the teacher
controls the instructional process. In other words, the teacher delivers the
lecture content and the student listens to the lecture

A TRADITIONAL TEACHING METHOD



Multimedia is the combination of various digital media types such as text, images, audio
and video, into an integrated multi-sensory interactive application or presentation to
convey information to an audience.
We focus on using multimedia technology as an innovative teaching and learning
strategy.
Since knowledge is no longer an end but a means to creating better problem solvers and
encourage lifelong learning. Problem-based learning is our motive.
Keeping this same motive alive we have based our methodology on this very method of
problem based learning.



All the workbook and assignment books will be retained in the school. On every Friday
we will be sending books for your reference which you are suppose to send back on
Monday.

ASSIGNMENT        
BOOKLETS



Website/Facebook & Moodle

•School Website & Moodle

Monthly Planners are being uploaded on 1st of every month on school
moodle. Parents are requested to download the same. School will not be
sending the hard copy.

Also, Parents are requested to regularly visit the website for monthly
activities, worksheets, circulars, assignments etc.



•Monthly Remarks –

We, at Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park, believe understanding of basic
concepts is important for early school success. These are usually taught
outright to a child during his/her early years, thus enabling him learn to read
and understand what they’ve read or written.

The work being done by the child is graded through these concept based
remarks . Please inculcate the same at home.
For E.g. - The theme for remarks in the month of April is “Sweet and Bitter”.
During this process “Good” will be indicated as “Sweet” and “Scope for
improvement” will be indicated as “Bitter”.



•School Activities –
Co-curricular activities in APJ are an integrated part of education/academics.

•Wednesday Activity –
Every Month is being assigned a Colour (color for every month will be mentioned in the
Monthly Planner) & each Wednesday is being observed as the Colour Day. Parents are
requested to send their ward in the specified color attire along with any one color itinerary
(objects) on all Wednesdays for that particular month on which child will speak few
lines.(Show n Tell Activity).



‘THE GREATEST HEALTH IS WEALTH’
‘Good health adds life to years’ so to mark the founding of world health 
organization. Different activities are organized for the students in order 
to create interest and raise awareness towards the significance of 
maintaining good health throughout life. To create interest and raise 
awareness towards the significance of good health kids are taken for a 
medical checkup etc., With these the blooming buds are nurtured to  keep                              

following the path of healthy and blessed life. 

EARTH DAY 
‘What you take from the earth, you must give back. That’s nature’s way’

Earth day is celebrated in our school to create environmental awareness among the 
students. Teaching our kids, the importance of ‘Earth day’ and to commensurate this day, 

we at Apeejay school celebrate Earth day by teaching our kids the importance of greenery. 
They plant a sapling in pots with the gardener not only this kindergarteners made badges 

on save the earth and heart rendering poems, advocating the significance of clean and 
green earth



CLAY MODELLING
CLAY MODELLING ACTIVITY

We at Apeejay School Panchsheel Park organise  Clay modelling activities 
wherein all the children  participate enthusiastically and presented clay 
models on the topic "Animals". The main objective of the activity is to 
stimulate the imagination of the children and enable them to give a better 
shape to their creativity and develop fine arts further by following the 
topic of the month and bringing in their favourite pet, domestic, wild 
water and land animals alive through their clay models with fine 
versatility . Altogether it is fun filled activity where children 
not only enhanced their core knowledge on the topic but also 
developed their various motor skills.

YOUNG SCIENTIST
Apeejay school does not only put its heart and soul

to rise the knowledge of its kids through its unique techniques of
teaching but it also brings out the healthy spirit of competition in
children keeping this in mind, “YOUNG SCIENTIST” activity is
organized every month where children participated enthusiastically
inspiring children to think scientifically which enhanced their
knowledge and boost their confidence



.

SUMMER CARNIVAL
Nurturing a dream that turns into a wonderful memorabilia is the art
that we hold in Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park organize a summer
carnival to bring in the sweltry summer and welcoming summer in
own vogue is fascinating, dressing up in breezy summer attires .The
carnival reached to its epitome when kids take it to next level
showcasing their knowledge about the same by speaking lines about
all the summer essential and to make it more vibrant they dancing to
the tunes of songs welcoming summer.

. 

RAIN DANCE AND UMBRELLA DAY
As summers have arrived, for the beautiful flowers to grow or a
rainbow to appear in the clouds, it must rain. We organize a
‘Rain Dance’ for the preschoolers to enjoy summer carnival and
feel the pleasant monsoon with music and dance by wearing
colorful costumes and donning colorful umbrellas.



.

Educational day outs
Educational trips are very important for the overall development of
the students as it gives them an opportunity to participate in
curriculum related activities and maximise their learning
experiences and to enhance their learning outside form their
classrooms. The pre-schoolers enjoye a ride to the supermarket,
observing a variety of fresh fruits and vegetables, juices, grocery,
dairy products, cereals and many more. They are exited to have a
close look at them and even shared their experience of visiting the
similar marts with their parents. It is indeed an informative and
joyous learning experience for one and all.

Splash Pool
“Splash splash everywhere puddles of water here and there “
Summer were always cool in our school, as we organised a splash

pool for the students of Pre-primary filled with excitement and
enthusiasm, wearing their designer swim suits stylish flip flops kids
thoroughly enjoye the day, swimming, jumping and splashing water
on their friends, expressing the happiness through their eyes.



A Mini Plant exhibition is held wherein students showcase  working models which can be 
used for learning various plantation concepts for children . The objective is not only to 
inculcate knowledge about plants but also an attitude and research-mindedness ,also 
creating teaching aids. It involves students to participate in activities so as to understand 
the cognitive, affective and psychomotor aspects of the task. Furthering this philosophy 
Apeejay School Panchsheel park organize a Mini Plant exhibition where students 
showcased their talents on creativity and innovation by speaking about plants and 
categories and things they provide us making it a wonderful event where kids shared the 
valueable knowledge and ideas over the concept

.

MINI EXHIBITION



Kitchenette Activities
Ladoos are a quintessential Indian sweet gorging into this round sweet and colourful
delights called ladoo is exactly how we define pure love. therefore We at Apeejay School
,Panchsheel Park organise kitchenette activities like sandwich , cake, salad, pasta, ladoo
making to make our children learn how to prepare that delicious savoury for those on
going festivities. It is a ubiquitous sweet that is prepared every time during a festival, a
family function or any other occasion. What makes ladoo a special sweet is its versatility.
It can be made with different ingredients and our kids used graded coconut ,milkmaid ,
healthy nuts and gems to make their ladoo not a mouthwatering delight but also an eye
catching fulfilment as they created their own culinary masterpiece ,they also speke about
the variety of ladoos not only this they also discusse about the different varieties of
ladoo's ,which can be served as a medicine and few which safeguards the human body
from cold making it mellifluous to know how little children acquire, deep essence of
knowledge through each activity they be part of .



SHOW AND TELL
Show and tell isn’t just about giving the kids a reason to bringing toys
and pictures to class ; each child’s social, emotional and language skills
will grow and develop from this activity as the children learn
descriptive language , practice listening skills and share their special
items with others. Show and Tell has numerous benefits for young
children. These early language experiences help to build effective
communication and listening skills that are essential for a young child’s
learning - help the children to strengthen their language and
communication skills. Students of kindergarten had a Show and Tell
Activity

MAGIC SHOW
Magic is an art that uses spells to show mysterious things and outrageous

overtly. Children are enthralled to see various presentations and tricks such as
changing the box into a bouquet of flowers, bags appearing from an empty box,
loose handkerchiefs came tied with other piece delighted the children ,
mystifying them with illusionary thrills. Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park
organizes magic show for the tiny- tots of Preprimary wing; which adds a spark
to the day.



SHOPPING IS FUN
Apeejay School Panchsssheel park makes it a point that each concept introduced must have
value in real life too associating it with chores we go through in our daily life thereby for
instance concept of money is introduce to children where they are given fake coins and
rupees to shop for the festivity and each one of them made their own list of items they wish
to buy for each festival and learn how to spend money wisely not only this they also learn
that one should save money as well as it can be used towards a good cause so keeping this in
mind many children spend money wisely in the activity and initiated in thought of saving
money for any important event that might take place in future, learning the concept
thoroughly with values attached to it



Fun with shapes
The process of making the mind fiercer that inculcates each essence of 
education is an art, when we bring that unique theme based learning 
to life by activities where kids learn to relate the body of each present                                                                                                          
thought into art called learning. Cutouts of a Square, Rectangle, Circle 
and triangle were put on the wall. The teacher then pointed out a shape                                                                                                                        
and all the children identified the shape they had brought in their lunch                                                                                            
boxes. They were made to say the name of the shape; this was done till                                                                                                       
all four shapes were identified  with their food. They also looked at their                                                                                                      
partner's food to identify  what shape food they had brought. It was a                                                                                             

fun activity  which was enjoyed by the children.   

Teaching is Fun 
Prepositions are amazing and making the concept exciting for the                                                Apeejayiets
we  organise a play way method to learn for our children as 
they play "Simmon Says " game  along their teacher                                                                                                            
where  they learn to use different prepositions like on ,in under 
and behind by incorporating plants in the concept and                                                                                
switching the position or direction of the plants making 
kids aware about what are Prepositions as well as letting                                                                            them  
answer each question of "Simon Says" using  prepositions                                                                                                           
so that kids perceive the concept in a uncomplicated manner



Game with Learning
Number Hopscotch combines a child’s favourite game with learning.                                                                                        
By playing, children build fundamental skills necessary for addition,                                                        
such as remembering a number and then counting by one to get to                                                              
their  answer. We at Apeejay, Panchsheel Park took a way to let our                                                                       
children  have  fun with numbers by all time favourite childhood game 
of Hopscotch.  
They are able to recognise and learn what comes after with their                                                                                        
friends, which builds their confidence to perform infront of other                                                                                                  
children and learn with their teachers. 

Wet and Dry Activity
We at Apeejay Panchsheel Park make learning a fun and play for preschooler                                                                                
so learning and enjoying goes hand in hand, thereby they indulged them                                                         
in a activity where they could learn the concept of wet and dry through                                                      
such activities where teachers give them the sensory knowledge about                                                           
the concept by using wet sand and dry sand where the children are able                                                       
to differtiate and understand the concept better that if sand is wet it will  stick to hands and clothes if dry 
won't be sticky making the child resigter the as what is wet and how it could react with things and what 
is dry and how it is reacts with things devloping sensory skills as well motor skills for their better 
understanding.





.

MANGO DAY
We celebrate mango day with full enthusiasm and joy. The
students of pre-school, pre primary and grade I present
enactment depicting different stages of a mango plant by
displaying themselves as seed, soil, sapling, plant, tree and
mango fruit with a crown. Not only this but a ‘Kitchenette
Activity ‘are also held where kids make mango mock tails and
are also shown different varieties of king of fruit and spoke
few lines on it aswel.

LAUGHTER DAY
“A warmth of appreciation is a smile”

To promote this great idea and to motivate our kids to adopt it, we
celebrate World Laughter day” with fervour and gaiety. Teachers

elucidated the facts about laughter and introduced Words like smile, grin
and guff to understand better and to make the event more efficacious our
little artists prepared paper smileys and the message ‘BE HAPPY’ behind
these activities are successfully delivered to all pupils and the day endes
with lots of laughter.



.

BAISAKHI CELEBRATION

“Amidst the rich harvest Across the lush greenery Baisakhi has arrived

In all its majesty”

Festivals bring joy, happiness and tradition along rich culture and
heritage of India, Baisakhi celebrations are held with great zeal. The
school is decorated aptly depicting the harvesting season where
children come dressed in traditional Punjabi colourful outfits and are
briefed about essence of celebrating this festival was told through
various activities

SHARMDAAN
We at Apeejay School Panchsheel park  inculcate each essence                                                                                                 
of goodness in our kids that they take it along ahead in their                                                               
life therefore making them initiate  that depth of knowledge                                                                 
that not only makes them achieve the best but also makes them                                                                
share the  best with community so they helped their vicinity by initiating                                                                                                                   
a Sharm Daan as they picked rags and bits of trash around school premises keeping it clean 
and making everyone aware about the cleanliness drive the country is taking forth and how 
the environment around us can be helped becoming better by any kind of Sharm Daan , 
believing each  hand in work can help make a difference in life.



.

EID CELEBRATION
We at Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park bring each festivity with

great exuberance and pleasure in our heart where the world is
being divided in name of religion and communalism our little
Apeejayiets celebrate Eid displaying the exemplary message may
the religion be different but respect in the heart is
undistinguishable. Each Kid comes dressed up in ethnic wear and
prayed for better, loving and peaceful future jubilating Eid with
immense happiness and purity

STATE AND ATTIRE
We celebrate month of independence with great enthusiasm
and patriotism filled in the air ,we organize activities where kids
could gather the knowledge about different states India has by
its various cultural and religious festivals ,food and different
areas the state specializes in, making the children enjoy and
learn with fun the greatness of India and it's states



FOUNDER’S DAY CELEBRATION 
An atmosphere of celebration filled at Apeejay School  Panchsheel park when the students 

and teachers gathered to celebrate the Founder’s Day. The day was celebrated with fervor, 
zest and enthusiasm in the school. An extravaganza of activities was conducted. All activities 
were designed to contribute towards an all-round development of young Apeejayiets.The
Principal,Miss Ritu Mehta addressed the gathering in the morning assembly as expressed her 
admiration for the importance of silence at the beginning of the day.She emphasized the 
role of a teacher in a student’s life as shee feels a teacher lives for a cause.There were special 
goodies for the school children to celebrate the Founders day as they are the soul of the 
school without which the founders day would be meaningless

.

DIWALI PARTY               
Diwali is called the Festival of Lights and what else is 
brighter than our little Apeejeits who lighten up the 
atmosphere with their cheerful presence and to keep                                                                                                        
these shining stars as vibrant as they are a vivacious Diwali party is 
organised where the littles kids came dresse up in ethinic attire filling in 
the fervour to atmosphere with their elated  smiles ,sharing the vibe of 
party with their peers they dance and enjoye various savoury sweets 
making it a mellifluous event 



JANAMASHTAMI
We at Apeejay School, Panchsheel Park bring in the bliss of divinity
for our little Apeejayiets in a way that the moment turns into a
grandeur for each one of them filling in the perpetual theology to
soul,as we celebrate the birth of Lord Krishna creating an ambience
where everything was so sincere bringing the childhood of Lord
Krishna to life each story was depicted with such a grace that each
moment was locked in the mind ,from jail scene to Govardhan and
Bhagvat Gita to playful krishna in a cot was mesmerizing for
all parents who visit the tableaus are not only spellbound by the
presentation but the kids who take the lead in explaining each scene
the tableaus are depicting is exulting for the parents looking little
kids showcase their knowledge in a wonderful way ,not only this the
school also organize a Shadow Puppetry for kids where they saw all
the parts of Lord Shri Krishna's childhood through Shadow Puppetry
with this enthusiasm was more magnified when grandparents come
to embrace the event and encourage the kids with their gracious
presence.

.



.

RAMAYANA
We at Apeejay School , Panchsheel Park ,make every season a memorabilia as we celebrate the string of festivity
attached to each season ,by exhibiting the essence and charm of each festival with an exuberance to impregnate
the values and thoughts in our young Apeejayiets therefore the festival of lights Diwali was celebrated with
home coming of Lord Sri Rama through a Special Diwali presentation by the Pre- schoolers along with Pre-
primary and grade 1 as they brought forth the Divinity of Vedas alive through recitation of Hanuman chalisa
accompanied with Rama stuti ,and breathtaking incarnations of Lord Vishnu through ages to saviour mankind not
only this but our young Apeejayiets illuminated the show with great grandeur as they delineated the epic of
Ramayana with their mesmerizing performances with a grace of hard work and dedication making the show
magnificent and turning it more lucent by their splendid dance performances ,the idea behind celebrating Diwali
through this mythological epic of Ramayana was to inculcate the values of righteousness ,respect for elder and
love for family in the exonerated young hearts, holding in a message to enlighten the soul over how these values
are lost and why we should work upon to bring in the torch of supremacy and righteousness back by improving
the actions to stand and work towards betterment of humanity aswel as resources the nature has given us to
make it a kingdom of verity and truthfulness, making it an alarm that now we should get back and standup for

righteousness



.

Grandparent’s day celebration 

Grandparents are the silver lining of everyone's child hood the presence is the soul and life of ones 
childhood and  to bring those delightful memories back as Apeejay School Sheikh Sarai celebrated 

Grand parents day with great fervour where little kids came along holding hands of the most 
beautiful relation in the world their grandparents to cherish every moment by participating in 

competitions like tea-art ,best out of waste cooking without fire and Hasya Kavita creating a playful 
giggle in every little heart and making a lifetime come alive. 



HALLOWEEN
Halloween celebration providing Apeejayiets with an opportunity                                                                      
to dress up in a scary manner to celebrate trick-or-treating and                                                            
dressing up in their scariest best . Halloween tradition and                                                                                         
celebration has got rich ancient  religious beliefs, stories and history.                                                    
Children decorate all over their classes with scary images and shining 
pumpkin lanterns ,taking great advantage by showcasing their wonderful narratives a 
scary master piece to haunt their peers and teachers enjoying their fascinating horror 
stories and enjoying Halloween season with great exuberance.

Ganesh Chaturthi 
When the festivity brings in the divinity it turns so pious that the soul within feels                                            
the exuberance of that omnipresent thereby Apeejay School Sheikh Sarai                                                              
celebrated the occasion of "Ganesh Chaturthi "bringing in the divine with the                                                
most innocence and selfless hand to life through clay modelling, colouring
sheet with a belief that wisdom of God surrounds every creation in a form,                                                   
an amazing way of praying lord Ganesha the one who is prayed before the                                                                    
lord of lords making children acknowledge the occasion and the cause of                                                       
celebration ,turning it all divine and satisfying to the soul 



Students who come to school on their own should arrive at the school at 7:50 a.m.

SCHOOL TIMINGS : MONDAY – FRIDAY (7:50 AM TO 12:00 noon)

SCHOOL DISPERSAL :

Walkers 12noon

Parents / Guardians must carry dispersal cards.

Bus Users ( The bus guards escort the children from the respective classrooms at

11:45 am to the buses)



•Each student should carry the school almanac to the school daily.

•Student should come to the school dressed neatly in proper school uniform .The school
uniform is to be worn on all working days .

•Student should always wear their school ID card during school hours.

•Students are not allowed to wear any kind of jewellery or fancy clip,watch,gadgets to
the school. Students are advised not to bring costly articles to the school. The school
shall not be responsible for such losses.

•The students are always expected to set standards of good conduct and politeness in
the school, in the buses, and at public places. The school is judged by their conduct.

•They should always greet their teachers and elders whenever they meet them.



1. DRESS CODE:

1. DRESS CODE:
Every student should be smartly dressed for the school in the prescribed school
uniform
and school shoes.

FOR GIRLS- Only black coloured ribbon, clips, hair bands are allowed.

FOR SIKH BOYS- Navy blue coloured patka is compulsory
2. ISSUE OF IDENTITY CARD:

Two card will be issued to each student. Student ID-Card and Dispersal Card.It is
mandatory for every child to wear the student ID- Card everyday. Children will not
be handed over to the parents/guardian at the bus stop without dispersal card.
Parent / Guardian need to carry the dispersal card whenever they come to pick up their
ward.



3. Gatepass for early Dispersal : No child will be allowed to leave the school premises
during the school hours without the gate pass. In case of emergency , parents are
requested to send an application for
the early dispersal of their wards.

4. Punctuality: is a habit which should be stressed upon at an early age. To imbibe this
habit we request you to ensure that your child reaches school on time.
School timings for Pre- school: (Summer and Winter) 7:50 to 12:00 noon (Monday
to Friday). Parents who have opted to pick and drop their wards under their own
arrangements are to ensure that their child reaches the school on time. School
gates will be closed sharp at 8:00 am.

5.Absenteeism:The school does not encourage the concept of short leave. If the child is not
well, Kindly do not send him/ her to school. In case a child is absent more than a day
parents must send a written leave

6.Name Tags: Please ensure that all items including bags, bottles, lunch box are labelled so
that in case of misplacement, it can easily be traced and returned to the child.



7. School Transport :

The school ensures the safety and discipline of students in the bus. To ensure
complete safety of the child, he/ she must be picked up from the bus stop by an
authorized person with valid dispersal card.

Escorts are advised to be at the respective stops for the allotted time. In case there
is no escort at the bus stop of the child will be brought back to school to avoid any
mishap and the parent needs to make his /her own arrangement to pick the child from
the school.

If a child withdraws the bus facility a written application must be submitted at least a
month in advance. We request the parents / guardians to be co-operative and respectful
towards the staff in the bus. Complaints against any particular route or crew of the bus
must be submitted in writing to the Transport In charge.



7. School Almanac:

8. School Almanac:

The school almanac carries important guidelines and must be carefully read by the
parents. Routine circulars are pasted and notes will be written in the almanac as
and when required. Parents are required to fill in the students personal record
and details of parent/guardian in the almanac and check the almanac on daily
basis for important notes. The students need to carry the almanac to school daily.

9. Birthdays:

No gifts on your wards birthdays are allowed. You may send toffees/ chocolates or any
eatables maximum worth rs 20/- only. You may donate one book for school library ot a
plant with your ward’s label.8. Birthdays:

No gifts on your wards birthdays are allowed. You may send toffees/ chocolates or any
eatables maximum worth rs 20/- only. You may donate one book for school library ot a
plant with your ward’s label.



10.Lunch time:

There are food breaks for the students – The first break is the fruit break, parents need
to send a fruit of their ward’s choice to inculcate healthy eating habits. Second break is
for lunch ,parents are requested to send nutritious food (green vegetables and
chappatis).Kindly ensure that your ward carries school apron and a cloth napkin along
with his/her tiffin and has adequate breakfast before coming to school. No handing over
of the lunch, ware bottle or any other belongings of the child will be entertained at the
school school gate during school hours.

11. Assessment and Report card:

The academic session has two terms: First Term(April- September) Second term
(October- March). The school follows continuous and comprehensive evaluation through
assignments, worksheets and observation activities. We continuously assess the child
and give timely feedback to the parents for further development of the child. Report card
is given at the end of each term.



12. Moodle (Notice Board):

The school id and password for the Apeejay School Mobile App will be intimated through
the almanac. All the worksheets, competitions, results, monthly planners and circulars
will be uploaded on the Apeejay school mobile app. Parents are requested to log on the
App on a regular basis for important message and circulars. If any query related to this
please mail on skool.ss.del@apj.edu.

13.As you know Delhi Government has banned the use of plastic bags. You are
requested not to send any Polythene bags to school.

14. Any change of address or phone number must be intimated to the school with a written
application

15. Parent Teacher Meeting: Regular PTM’s are held to give an opportunity to the parents
and teachers to discuss about the progress of the child. Parents are requested to attend the
meetings and adhere to the allotted timings. Regular workshops are conducted for the
parents by the teachers, to apprise them with the teaching methodology/ parenting tips.
we look forward to working together for learning an enjoyable experience for our children



Safety and Security of 
the students.



• Installation of 350 new CCTV Cameras at strategic and
sensitive points all round the school building.

• Identity cards have been made mandatory for all the staff
members.

• No visitor is allowed to enter the school premises without
proper frisking and getting the visitor’s pass from the gate.



• Installation of barbed wire all along the boundary of
the school.

• Police Verification of all the staff members in the
school.

• Separate washrooms for Drivers /ancillary staff
members.



• All the students travelling by the school transport have
been provided with the RFID Cards.

• Lady guards have been appointed to escort the students
in the school transport.

• Additional Aayas have been appointed outside the girl’s
washrooms.



Moodle 

Digital Teaching Learning Aids have been procured to help the teachers illustrate 
their teaching in the classrooms with supplementary software.

Link for opening Moddle:     ecourse.asu.apeejay.edu



mailto:skool.ss.del@apj.edu



